Deploying
end‑user devices
in the hybrid
workplace
Working from anywhere may present new
challenges, but managing devices doesn’t have to
be one. With Lenovo Deployment Assistant (LDA),
administrators can easily deploy and manage the
whole fleet from a central location.

Managing remote endpoint devices
Now that the workplace looks different, so too must administrators’ strategies for
deploying, securing, and managing endpoint devices that may rarely connect to the
corporate network.
Part of Lenovo Modern IT solutions, Lenovo Deployment Assistant is a software
application that dramatically simplifies administrators’ daily routines by allowing
them to add content to Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager in a simple and
automated way.
LDA enables tools for remote updating, providing visibility into hardware health
and warranty information, and tracking usage statistics—no matter where
employees take their devices.

Comprehensive endpoint and data protection
LDA is available for all Lenovo ThinkPad, ThinkCentre,
and ThinkStation devices. LDA incorporates unique features and tools including:

Simplified Deployment: Send updates
large-scale with automation tools
including Lenovo Dock Manager

Easy Updates: Lenovo System Update, Lenovo
Thin Installer, and Lenovo Commercial Vantage
automate patching and other system updates

Proactive Monitoring: PC Odometer
tracks device wear and tear and Lenovo
Diagnostics diagnoses hardware failures

Seamless integration for monitoring devices in the hybrid workplace
Traditionally, administrators completed routine endpoint management tasks in the office, where employee
devices routinely connected to the company network for easy IT access. Now, with employees scattered and
joining company networks less frequently, administrators need a secure, integrated way to deploy, monitor,
and maintain their fleet of Lenovo devices. Lenovo Deployment Assistant utilizes the following features to ease
administration challenges of a work-from-anywhere model:
• Lenovo System Update automates the time-consuming tasks
of keeping systems patched through policy and local updates.

With Lenovo Deployment
Assistant, IT teams can:
• Integrate with Microsoft
Endpoint Configuration
Manager to automate
tasks and save time
• Simplify rolling out system
updates to a remote device fleet
• Monitor health of endpoint
devices and diagnose hardware
failures from a remote location
• Easily gather important
Lenovo-unique data using
Lenovo Inventory Data
for Microsoft Endpoint
Configuration Manager

• Lenovo Thin Installer is a lightweight version of System Update
does not require installation on endpoint devices. Thin Installer
installs updates from an IT-controlled repository.
• Lenovo Commercial Vantage is a free app created specifically
for IT admins, not users. It provides access to hardware
features and enables IT admins to remotely set up personal
configuration preference and controls on fleet devices.
• Lenovo PC Odometer tracks usage statistics that indicate the
level of wear and tear on devices including uptime, thermal, and
shock events. This forewarns administrators of failures on the
horizon, giving more time to prepare.
• Lenovo Diagnostics aids in hardware failure analysis. It includes
a suite of diagnostic tests (either quick or extended) that
diagnose individual hardware components.
• Lenovo Dock Manager improves large scale deployments of
firmware updates for Lenovo docking stations by installing the
latest firmware for any connected dock.

Smarter endpoint management for
the hybrid workplace starts with
Lenovo Deployment Assistant.
Talk to your Lenovo representative to see how Lenovo
Deployment Assistant and other Modern IT solutions can
empower your hybrid workforce.
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